The multiphoton photoconductivity properties of ZnSe and CdSe direct band gap crystals have been studied using frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser excitation. Two-photon absorption in both the crystals has been observed. The photoconductivity measurements and nonlinearity in Z-scan traces confirms the existence of lower valence band, from where one-photon transitions are forbidden but two-photon transitions are allowed. The value of two-photon absorption cross-section  2 in both crystals has been calculated by using second order time dependent perturbation theory.
INTRODUCTION
The advent of high power lasers has made it experimentally feasible to observe a number of intensity dependent optical interactions in matters, which involve simultaneous absorption of two or more photons. Multiphoton optical transitions in solids have been widely studied in the last three decades [4, 8, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . The two/four-photon spectroscopy gives opportunity to analyze the band structure of crystals, so that one can study nonlinear photoconductivity [NLP] , nonlinear luminescence [NLL] , and nonlinear transmittance [NLT] by using high power pulsed laser. It is worth noting that these studies show that two/four-photon experiments are useful for giving the optoelectronic parameters in the bulk of the sample. Earlier, we have studied multiphoton photoconductivity in direct and indirect band gap crystals using Nd:YAG, frequency 22 photons/cm 2 /sec.) and energy (h ~ 3.77eV) termed as band edge excitation and showed that nonlinearity comes at lower photon density. The work reported by these investigators is incomplete and hence, it is not understood properly because the UV laser did not have enough power to generate multiphoton excitation. The band gaps of ZnSe and CdSe crystals are 2.58 eV and 1.74 eV, respectively. In the former case band gap is higher than photon energy (h) of a laser and in the latter case; the band gap is lower than photon energy of a laser. In this chapter, studies on the charge (Q) induced inside the crystals by photoconductivity mechanism and optical nonlinearities using the Z-scan technique for ZnSe and CdSe direct band gap crystals in open and closed aperture have been carried out.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The experimental details for the multiphoton photoconductivity measurement are the 
RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS

Charge (Q) versus Photon density (I f ) Characteristics
The experimental results of the charge (Q) versus photon density (I f ) measurements using frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser is shown in figures 2.2 and 2.3. In these cases, the characteristics can be divided into two regions. In the low intensity range, the curve starts with a steep portion and end up with saturation current, a typical behavior of one-photon absorption. This can be understood due to the space charge generated current. This process is a creation of the free electron-hole pair by the simultaneous absorption of two laser photons via a virtual intermediate state. It may be mentioned here that at low photon density the free electron density should increase exponentially or with at least some high power of applied voltage. When the photon density is increased, the volume generated carriers, which follow ohmic behavior, start dominating the space charge. This is why, with the increase of photon density, the slope in both the cases drops to one and then almost zeros indicating the one-photon absorption process. At higher intensities, as The nonlinear cross-section  n for an n-photon process is defined by
where W (n) is the transition rate for unit volume, N is the density of active atoms, I (n) is the exciting flux in units photons/cm 2 /sec.  n is then measured in cm 2n sec n-1 .
The expression for two-photon absorption cross-section [53] is written as:
where In case of closed aperture, peak-valley configuration is clearly observed (Fig. 2.5 ),
indicative of a medium exhibiting negative nonlinear refraction. Nonlinear absorption suppresses the peak and enhances the valley in a closed aperture Z-scan traces. Closedaperture Z-scan measures the change in intensity of a beam, focused by lens L in Fig. 1.6 of chapter 1, as the sample passes through the focal plane. Detector PD2 collects the light that passes through an axially centered aperture A in the far field. The change in on-axis intensity is due to self-defocusing of the sample S as it travels through the beam. Fig. 6 shows the relative transmittance changes recorded by the detector behind the closedaperture, normalized to the "tails" of the trace. A peak followed by a valley is the 
